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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper we studied some problems on the generating functions 
of compositions of naturals. Now we present a new general application of the 
enumeration technique, a formal schema method, previously appearing in 
Goldman [7, 81. The compostions of a natural were studied the first time 
combinatorially by MacMahon [9, lo]. For convenience we repeat some 
definitions and notations (cf. Andrews [l-4], Comtet [6]). 
We shall write [n] the set { 1,2 ,..., n}, N the set { 1, 2 ,... }, and N, = 
N U {O}. Lowercase Greek letters denote only vectors. A composition of the 
natural n E N into m summands or parts ti is a vector r = (t,, t2,..., t,), 
tj E N, which is a solution of the equation x, +x2 + .-a +x, = n in the 
unknowns xi (the order of the summands counts!); e.g., the compositions of 
number 3 are (1, 1, l), (1,2), (2, 1), and(3). 
Goldman considered in [7] a special equation which can solve some 
enumeration problems in the theory of compositions. We present it in the 
following section. 
2. COMPOSITIONS AND FORMAL SCHEMA 
Let C = {&I, 2,...} be an alphabet of letters and M(C) the free monoid on 
C. M(C) is the set of words or monomials in these letters with the operation 
of juxtaposition between words: a o b = ab, a written after b. Therefore, to 
the composition r = (t,, t, ,..., t,J of n we let correspond the word & fz ..a I,0 
of M(C) and vice versa. Let 
r={wEM(C): w=t;t;...t-,a,rnEN}U{a} 
be the words set corresponding to all compositions (0 is the empty 
composition or composition of 0). 
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A formal power series F on the free monoid @ is a map F: @ ---t N, written 
F = \‘ F(w) w. 
ZJ 
(1) 
The set .-i*(Q) of all power series over the free monoid Cp can be made 
into a ring by introducing the following operations of addition and 
multiplication. Here F and G are elements of <V(Q) and w E @ 
(a) (F + G>(w) = F(w) + G(w), 
@I W)(w) = C F(a) G(b), 
where the sum is on all a, b E @ such that ab = w. 
Let Qi be the free Abelian monoid generated by the formal variables x, y, 
z, t, zi, and i E [r], with unit element 1. A homomorphism H from r to r9 is 
a map H: r+ @ such that 
(c) H(6) = 1, 
(d) H(ab) = H(a) H(b) for all a, b E IY 
Now H induces another homomorphism H* of the rings of formal power 
series, H*: ,Y(T) -+ .‘Y(@), by 
H*(F) = H* = x F(w)H(w). 
nlcr 
The homomorphism H* is very important o solve enumeration problems for 
compositions (and partitions, Goldman [8]). As a matter of fact it permits 
one to find generating functions of particular sequences. Before seeing this 
problem we consider the formal power series S: r-+ N, such that S(w) = 1 
for all w E r. Therefore (1) becomes, in simple form, S = C,,+,- w and it is 
the formal power series of all words in r. The series S satisfies the identity 
s=O+is+Zs+ . ..=a+ x 6s (2) 
n>o 
that you can quickly verify. 
3. THE NUMBER OF COMPOSITIONS WITH PRESCRIBED PARTS 
Let {A I , A, ,..., A,.} be a partition of the set [n]. That means A,c: [n], 
AinAj=O for i#j, and A,UA,U+..U A,= [n]. Given r integers 
k, , k, ,..., k, E N,, we put K = (k,, k, ,..., k,), a = (A,, A, ,..., A,), and i= 
(z,, Z2r...r zr). Fix integers n and m, vectors K and a, and let c(n, m, K, a) be 
the number of compositions of n into m parts with exactly ki parts belonging 
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to A i, for all i E [r]. We write f(x, y, [, ol) the generating function for the 
sequence c(n, m, K, a); that is 
For later convenience we always define 1 to be the therm corresponding to 
n = 0 inf(x, y, <, a). Then the following proposition holds. 
PROPOSITION 1. For all iE[r] let Ai(x)=CaEaixa, <=(A,(x), 
A,(x),..., A,(x)), and 
is the dot product of [ and & Then 
S(x,u,La)=(l -YW. (3) 
Proof. We consider the homomorphism H, : r-1 Q, so defined: 
where ZAi is the indicator function of A i and ni = I, i(n). 
Nevertheless, if w = fi i2 . . . i,,, 6, then 
H,(w) = H,(i, i2 ..- ima) = fi H,(4) 
j=l 
when J7r= I ti = n and Cj”= i ZAi(tj) = ki. If we now apply the homomorphism 
Hz to S, we have 
H,*(S) = 1 H,(w)= 27 H,(t;t; +.. i,,,@ 
wcr t,+. . . tt,=n 
l+ N 
= C’ x”ym fj zfi = f(x, y, C, a), 
ikl 
where the sum C’ is over all ti E N such that cr=, ti = n and 
Cj’L 1 IAi(tj) = ki. F rom relation (2) we can realize 
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j-(x, y,<,a)=H,*(S)= Hz 6 + 1 n;S = 1 + Hz(S) y H,(i) 
n>O n>O 
= 1 + j-(x, y, i, a) y xny Ij zy, 
n>O i-l 
that is, 
j-(x, y, c, a) = 
[ 
1 - 2 x”y 1-i z’i” -’ 
n>O iz, 1 
= 1-f 7‘ xnyzi 
I 
-1 
i=l nZi 1 
= l-yiziA,(x)]-l 
[ i=l 
= (1 - yll)-‘. 
This completes the proof. 
Now we are able to derive an explicit formula for the numbers 
c(n, m, K, a). Thus we demonstrate the following 
PROPOSITION 2. For all iE [r] let Ai= {ail, aiz,..., uih,}, a,E [n]. We 
put ai = (ai, ) ui, )...) ai,,> and pi = (b,, , bi, ,..., bib,) with b, E No. Then 
c(n, m, Ic, a) = 
m 
k, 3 k, )a..> k, 
), (4) 
where the sum is extended to all b,E No such that bi, + ... + bi,, = ki and 
a,/?, + .-. + aJr = n. 
Proof. We are going to develop the generating function f(x, y, <, a) as a 
formal geometric series of the ratio y[<. Therefore, 
= 1 ym ym>O k ,I.... k, kd:-4 !Ir, (ZiAi(X>Ik’ 
=Cy”2: 
ma0 k,,...,k, 
r . . . . k,) fi (‘+, xai’)ki 
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= i!io 2 F [ (,,,111, k, ) fi F’ ( bi,,.: bihi) ] X”ym /j Zfi i u 
from which relation (4) follows with the conditions on the sum C’. 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
We can consider some special cases of formulas (3) and (4), e.g., a 
partition of [n] into two blocks. Thus let r = 2 and A, = A. 
COROLLARY. Let c(n, m, k, A) be the number of compositions of n into m 
parts with exactly k belonging to A, c(n, m, m, A) = c(n, m, A); then 
f(~,y,z,A)= c i i c(n,m,k,A)x”y”zk 
n>O m=l k=O 
=[l-(xy/(l-x))-y(z-l)A(x)]-’ (5) 
f(x,t,A)= c i c(n,m,A)x”t”= [l-M(x)]-‘, (6) 
n>O In=1 
where, as before, it is A(x) = CaeA xa. 
Proof. Formula (5) follows from (3) when you put z, = z, z2 = 1 and 
remember that A,(x) = A(x), while 
A,(x)= 2: xa= x x0- 1 x.=&-A(x). 
Cl64 oeN (ISA 
From (5) we can derive the generating function of c(n, m, A). Therefore, 
from the definition off(x, y, [, a) you can readily write (since k < n), 
.f@,y,z,A)= 1 ,f c(n,m,A)x”(yz)” 
n>O m=k=O 
n 
+ c 1 c(n, m, k,A)x”y”zk 
n>O m>k>O 
= z. *$, c(n, m, A) x"tm 
n 
+ c c c(n, m, k, A)x*y”-ktk. 
n>O m>k>O 
In the last passage yz = t has been posed. If we now put y = 0 into the last 
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sum, it vanishes so that we obtain f(x, [,A). Hence, if in (5) we first carry 
out the substitution yz = t, then y = 0, we can obtain the generating 
function (6). 
Note that when A = [s], or A(x) = x + x2 + ... + x’, it can be shown that 
we have two special results that are given in Riordan [ 111, Star [ 121, and 
Comtet 161. For other particular sets A and related generating functions, see 
Cerasoli [S]. 
Now we are going to give a formula for c(n, m, k, A) and c(n, m, A). 
COROLLARY 2. If A = {d, , d, ,..., d,,}, then 
Cl+. +chzc 
(7) 
where Ci E No, 7 = (cl, c2 ,..., c,), 6 = (d, , d, ,..., dh), and j = II - m - yS, 
c(n,m,A)= \’ 
cl+. .t;,,zm 
(8) 
ProoJ: From (6) we have by expansion 
(1 -x)~-“’ (z- ~)‘A(x)~ 
(by binomial series) 
x zk(-l)c-k (X4 + xdz + . . . + Xdh)c 
x (,,,*‘, ch ) Xm-c+i+y~ymZk 
from which, after posing m - c + i + ~8 = n, (7) follows. 
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For example, c(5,3,2, [2]) = c(5,3, 1, { 1,4}) = 4 as can be checked by 
listing the 16 compositions of 5. Formula (8) comes from (7) for m = k or 
directly from the generating function (6). Further if A = [n], then from (8) 
we have the number of compositions of n into m parts, i.e., (:I:) is well 
known. Taking A = [2] we remark that 
c(n, [2])= 2 c(n,m, [2])= i y m 
rn=l m=1 C,fc-=m i 1 c,,c2 
c,+2c*=n 
n 
= 
&, 2m-n,n-m - ( 
n )=~,(.“m)=~~(n,“)=F.,_ 
where Fn is the nth Fibonacci number (F. = F, = 1, F, = F,-, + F,-, for 
n > 1). This is a well-known result (Andrews (4, p. 631). 
We note another fact. From relation (4) when r = 2, k, = k, and A 1 = A 
we readily obtain c(n, m, k, A), hence the combinatorial identity 
1 k m-k 
bij b,,, b,z,..., b,, bz,, bn,..., 4, a,Dl+Cl*B2=” 
where ci E N,, y6 = n, and al = 6 is valid. 
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